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Abstract. Shared understandings are important for software development as
they guide to effective individual contributions to, and coordination of, the
software development process. In this paper, we present the theoretical background and research design for a proposed study on shared mental models
within Free/Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) development teams. In particular, we plan to perform case studies on several projects and to use cognitive
maps analysis to represent and compare the mental models of the involved
members so as to gauge the degree of common knowledge and the development
of a collective mind as well as to better understand the reasons that underlie
team members actions and the way common mental models, if any, arise.

1. Introduction
This paper examines the role of shared mental models in work practices, i.e., the
way people coordinate, communicate, learn and make decisions, and the way such
models emerge within Free/Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) development
teams. The difficulties of distributed software development are emphasized in the literature on software development and distributed teams ([!]; [2]). The lack of a common organizational setting or functional background can make socialization, communication and coordination processes difficult, so reducing team performance and increasing the need for explicit coordination and learning among members ([3]; [4]).
Languages and cultural differences can lead to misunderstanding, reducing the effectiveness of communications ([5]; [6, p.l]). Furthermore, because teams rely on computer-mediated communication, it can be difficult for members to develop the informal relationships and communications necessary to address interpersonal issues [7] .
However, the case of FLOSS development presents an intriguing counter-example.
Effective FLOSS development teams somehow profit from the advantages and evade
the challenges of distributed softAvare development [8].
To understand the origin of work practices, we focus specifically on the role of
mental models (e.g., conceptions of the project, other team members, users, competitors or programming standards) that guide team members' behaviours and shape their
actions. In this paper, we present the theoretical background and research design for a
proposed study on shared mental models. The goals of the study are 1) finding evidence for the existence of shared mental models that shape team work practices and
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2) trying to assess how such models arise. The study is part of a larger research project aimed to identify the dynamics through which self-organizing distributed teams
develop and work.

2. Theory: Mental models and software development
Shared mental models, as defined by Cannon-Bowers and Salas [9, p. 228] "are
knowledge structures held by members of a team that enable them to form accurate
explanations and expectations for the task, and in turn, to coordinate their actions and
adapt their behavior to demands of the task and other team members". Research suggests that shared mental models help improve performance in face-to-face [10] and
distributed teams [11]. Shared mental models can enable teams to coordinate their activities without the need for explicit communications ([12]; [13]). Without shared
mental models, individuals from different teams or backgrounds may interpret tasks
differently based on their individual backgrounds, so making collaboration and communication difficult [14]. The tendency for individuals to interpret tasks according to
their own perspectives and predefined routines is exacerbated when working in a distributed environment, with its more varied individual settings.
Studies have identified the importance of shared understanding for software development ([15]; [16]). Curtis et al. [7, p.52], note that "a fundamental problem in
building large systems is the development of a common understanding of the requirements and design across the project team." They go on to say that, "the transcripts of team meetings reveal the large amounts of time designers spend trying to
develop a shared model of the design". The problem of developing shared mental
models is likely to particularly affect FLOSS development, since FLOSS team members are distributed, have diverse backgrounds, and join FLOSS teams in different
phases of the software development process ([17]; [18]). In short, shared mental models are important as guides to effective individual contributions to, and coordination
of, the software development process.
Based on [19], we identify socialization, conversation and recapitulation as the
means through which shared mental models are built. First,' new members joining a
team learn how they fit into the process being performed through socializafion, e.g.,
by following a "joining script" [20]. Members need to be encouraged and educated to
interact with one another so as to develop a strong sense of "how we do things around
here". Barley and Tolbert [20 p. 100] similarly note that socialization frequently "involves an individual internalizing rules and interpretations of behaviour appropriate
for particular settings". Second, conversation is critical in developing shared mental
models. It is difficult to build shared mental models if people do not talk to one another and use common language. Meetings, social events, hallway conversations and
electronic mail or conferencing are all ways in which team members can get in touch
with what others are doing and thinking (interestingly though, many of these modes
are not available to FLOSS teams). Finally, [19] stress the importance of recapitulation. To keep shared mental models strong and viable, important events must be "re-
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played", reanalyzed, and shared with newcomers. The history that defines who we are
and how we do things around here must be continually reinforced, reinterpreted, and
updated.
Most of the existing studies on shared mental models remain conceptual, though a
few empirical studies in this area have investigated the relationship between team or
organizational factors and the presence of shared mental models. However, while increasing attention has been lately devoted to the topics of knowledge creation, knowledge sharing and learning within the FLOSS development teams, (e.g. [22], [13];
[23]) to our knowledge no other studies have yet looked in detail at shared mental
models for FLOSS development. For example, [23] focus on how knowledge is created and shared based on a case study, the KDE project. However, the study does not
specifically examine which process aspects/practices are/are not shared and how extensive the sharing process is. [13] try to assess the importance of shared mental models for project coordination, but do not directly investigate the presence of shared
mental models. Our project will therefore address this gap in the literature.

3. Research methodology
In this section, we describe the research methodology we will be adopting for the
study. To achieve our goal, we plan to perform case studies on several FLOSS projects. In order to ensure that we are studying team large enough to have interesting
work dynamics, we have selected projects with more than seven core developers. Different FLOSS projects are being examined and the attendant team members contacted. All the team members of the projects willing to take part to the study will be
interviewed.
Interviews will be based on a semi-structured protocol designed to identify how
team members interpret their role and the other members' roles, how they act and the
reasons for their behaviours, eventual tacit norms and practices and the way such
practices have arisen. To address the first set of concerns, the interview protocol will
be organized in the following sections.
• Developer demographics. Descriptive data about developers, such as areas of expertise, formal role, years with the project, other projects in which they participate as well as perception of their role and other members' role in the project.
• Project rules and norms. Any explicitly stated norms or rule as perceived by developers.
• Project environment and constraints. The environment in which the team operates, constraints that they have to deal with, customers and competitors.
• Development strategy. The overall approach to project development.
• Development process. Process by which the software is developed (activities, dependencies, coordination mechanisms), tools and technology used for software
development, as well as to submit and handle bugs, patches and feature requests,
decision-making processes.
• Team organization. Team structure and specific'team roles.
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Socialization conversation and recapitulation. Actions related to socialization,
conversation and recapitulation as perceived by developers.
As to the latter aspects, in the interviews we will identify specific actions that can
help building shared mental models. Therefore, the interview protocol will assess how
and if socialization, conversation and recapitulation occur within the teams.

4. Analysis: Cognitive mapping techniques
Interview transcriptions will be analyzed using cognitive mapping techniques
[24]. Cognitive maps are graphic tools used to represent concepts and ideas a person
associates to a given issue (i.e., the topic of the map). Cognitive maps can be used
with an explicative, a predictive, and/or a reflective purpose [25]. In this project, cognitive maps will be adopted for an explicative purpose, i.e., finding evidence of the
existence of shared mental models, the way models shape team work practices and
arise within FLOSS development teams.
Different methodologies have been proposed in the literature to develop cognitive
maps. For data collection, the main approach consists of the administration of semistructured interviews ([26], [27]). Some scholars have also developed more structured
schemes [28] or models to make people self-interview, e.g. the self-Q technique by
Bougon [29]. To develop maps, documents can also be used rather than interviews.
Based on the interview text, maps will be created by using a technique called
Documentary Coding Method [30], which involves identifying the main concepts
cited by the respondents and the relationships among them. A cognitive map is characterized by two ontologies, namely concepts and causal links among them [24].
Concepts represent ideas, opinions arid key issues associated to the topic of the map.
Concepts are linked by causal relationships, which can be mainly distinguished in
cause/effect (which do not imply intentionality) or means/end relationships. Concepts
are graphically represented by nodes and relationships by arrows. Concepts that represent the cause or the means to achieve a given goal are situated at the arrow's tail,
concepts that represent the effect or the end at the arrow's head.
Different methodologies to analyze and compare maps also exist. In most studies
quali-quantitative metrics, e.g. number of heads, tails, domain and centrality, are used
[31]. Ad hoc metrics have also been defined to compare maps. The most well-known
have been developed by [32]. In our study, maps will be analyzed by
measuring/examining at least the following quali-quantitative metrics:
• Map complexity. It is given by the number of concepts on the map and the
link/concept ratio.
• Heads and Tails Map heads are concepts represented by nodes that only have arrows going inside. They represent developers' final end/goal and/or the effects of
their perception. Tails are concepts represented by nodes that only have arrows
going outside. They explain/describe the causes of some perceptions and/or
means to be adopted to achieve goals.
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Domain and Centrality. Domain and centrality provide information about the
importance of concepts. In particular, a concept domain is given by the number
of direct links. On the contrary, by the centrality analysis both direct or indirect
links are used to assess the importance of concepts, so providing information on
those concepts that are often unconsciously considered as the most relevant.
• Sets. Sets are groups of concepts that deal with a specific issue or topic. By
counting the number of concepts mentioned in the maps for each set it is possible
to assess the importance/complexity associated to the object of the set. We also
will investigate the characteristics of concepts within sets (i.e. the number of
heads, goals, and domain and centrality).
Through cognitive maps analysis we will be able to represent and compare the
mental models of the developers about the project and project team so as to gauge the
degree of common knowledge and the development of a collective mind as well as to
better understand the reasons that underlie team members actions and the dynamics
based on which common mental models, if any, arise ([24]; [33]; [34]). We can also
examine the distribution of these models, e.g., which parts of the model are shared by
most team members and which are common only among the core developers.
The main benefit that derives from the adoption of the maps is the ease of the
analysis of different perspectives. The graphical representation facilitates identification of the key issues and the differences among different positions. Moreover, the
adopted metrics facilitate the understanding of concepts or relationships not perfectly
clear or conscious to individuals. These relationships can be more easily stressed than
is the case when other qualitative tools (such as case studies or simple interviews) are
used.
Of course, cognitive maps also present some drawbacks. In particular, the stage of
the knowledge elicitation (interviews and codification of collected data) is the most
critical. This observation is based on the difficulties we encountered in other projects
during map development [e.g. 35]. Suchiconsideration is also broadly discussed in the
literature. As most of the qualitative research methodologies, the knowledge schemes
of the interviewer (i.e., the researcher) can strongly influence the findings. By knowledge scheme we mean the culture, interests and experiences of the interviewer. The
researcher's knowledge scheme can influence the way questions are asked (so influencing the answers) and, above all, the way data are analyzed. As already mentioned,
there exist some techniques that try to reduce the subjectivity, but they introduce other
sources of error [32]. For example, by providing an ex-ante defined list of possible
constructs and concepts (though in some cases they can be extended by respondents)
the answer possibility of the respondents is limited and can be biased. Based on our
previous experience, we have decided to adopt semi-structured interviews so trying to
minimize the effects of biases. Despite the drawbacks, we argue that cognitive maps
can be effectively used to identify the mental models of the FLOSS team members
and to assess if they are shared and how they affect work practices.

5. Expected results
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The proposed study will have conceptual, methodological as well as practical contributions. The study fills a gap in the literature with an in-depth investigation of the
mental models of FLOSS teams. Furthermore, we will use cognitive maps, which
have never been used to investigate mental models within FLOSS development
teams. The project will advance knowledge and understanding of FLOSS development and distributed work more generally by understanding the role and the extent of
shared mental models within the teams. Understanding the dynamics of action in the
teams is important to improve the effectiveness of FLOSS teams, software development teams, and distributed teams in general. ,As distributed teams are increasingly
adopted by firms for a wide range of knowledge work, the study results can indeed be
useful for managers willing to adopt distributed teams in their own organization.
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